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Abstract

We present FTPipe, a system that explores a new dimension of pipeline model parallelism, making multi-GPU execution of fine-tuning tasks for giant neural networks readily
accessible on commodity hardware. A key idea is a novel
approach to model partitioning and task allocation, called
Mixed-pipe. Mixed-pipe partitions the model into arbitrary
computational blocks rather than layers, and relaxes the model
topology constraints when assigning blocks to GPUs, allowing non-adjacent blocks to be executed on the same GPU.
More flexible partitioning affords a much better balance of
the compute- and memory-load on the GPUs compared to
prior works, yet does not increase the communication overheads. Moreover, and perhaps surprisingly, when applied for
asynchronous training, Mixed-pipe has negligible or no effect
on the end-to-end accuracy of fine-tuning tasks despite the
addition of pipeline stages.
Our extensive experiments on giant state-of-the-art NLP
models (BERT-340M, GPT2-1.5B, and T5-3B) show that FTPipe achieves up to 3× speedup and state-of-the-art accuracy
when fine-tuning giant transformers with billions of parameters. These models require from 12GB to 59GB of GPU memory, and FTPipe executes them on 8 commodity RTX2080-Ti
GPUs, each with 11GB memory and standard PCIe.

Number of Parameters

Fine-tuning is an increasingly common technique that leverages transfer learning to dramatically expedite the training of
huge, high-quality models. Critically, fine-tuning holds the
potential to make giant state-of-the-art models pre-trained on
high-end super-computing-grade systems readily available for
users that lack access to such costly resources. Unfortunately,
this potential is still difficult to realize because the models
often do not fit in the memory of a single commodity GPU,
making fine-tuning a challenging problem.
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Figure 1: Model size trends. None of these models can be
trained on a single NVIDIA RTX-2080-Ti commodity GPU
due to memory requirements. Bars in red represent the models
evaluated in this paper. FTPipe automatically transforms their
sequential implementation into a multi-GPU one.

1

Introduction

Fine-tuning deep neural network (DNN) models is a technique commonly used to achieve state-of-the-art model quality on a wide range of tasks, such as question answering, text
generation, translation, and more [46, 55, 56]. In fine-tuning,
the model is not trained from scratch. Instead, a short training phase is performed on an already existing model, which
has been pre-trained on large application-related datasets to
obtain general domain knowledge [16]. By training on userspecific datasets, fine-tuning allows accommodating new inputs [11, 44, 60].
Fine-tuning is becoming increasingly important as models
grow to billions of parameters. Since training such giant models from scratch is practical only on super-computer-scale

systems [48, 50, 60], a provider-scale pre-training, followed
by short fine-tuning on user data, is the key to making the
power of giant models broadly accessible [57].
Unfortunately, fine-tuning giant models on low-cost commodity hardware is still a significant challenge. Small memory sizes and slow inter-GPU communications are the main
characteristics that set apart commodity GPUs from highend devices, and they dramatically affect the training of giant
models.
Small GPU memory is the key problem. For example, about
40 GBs are needed to train T5 model with 3B parameters for
Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) [56] even with the
smallest batch size of 1. This is larger than the memory size
of any commodity GPU.
Existing approaches to cope with GPU memory constraints,
such as sharding/swapping [45,54], are ineffective due to slow
PCIe communications. This problem is further exacerbated
in fine-tuning tasks because the typically-small batch sizes
do not allow for overhead mitigation using communication
and computation overlapping. Therefore, using a single GPU,
or a data-parallel multi-GPU approach for fine-tuning giant
models are not viable options.
Model-parallel techniques allow fitting the model into
memories of multiple GPUs. However, for commodity GPUs,
the poor communication performance rules out the most commonly used Intra-Layer Model Parallelism approach, where
each DNN layer is split among multiple GPUs. High volumes of all-to-all communications (AllReduce) with many
synchronization points [48, 50] perform poorly over PCIe.
Pipeline-parallel execution exploits the depth dimension
of DNN models [17, 37], distributing them across GPUs at a
coarse granularity, i.e., DNN layers. A model is partitioned
into multiple consecutive stages according to its topology.
Each stage runs on a different GPU. During training, the input
samples are streamed through the pipeline. This approach
allows training giant models on multiple GPUs without the
high communication costs of intra-layer parallelism, making
it ideally suitable for commodity hardware.
However, existing methods have some drawbacks when
applied to fine-tuning giant models.
GPipe [17] demonstrated the benefits of pipeline parallelization, but has pipeline bubbles, leading to low hardware utilization for small mini-batches typical for fine-tuning
tasks [55]. The bubbles are caused by GPipe’s synchronous
approach whereby the next mini-batch of samples does not
start before the previous one traverses the whole pipeline.
PipeDream [37] improved GPU utilization by introducing
asynchronous training, where the mini-batches no longer wait
for each other to complete. However, PipeDream stores multiple versions of the weights in GPU memory (weight stashing)
to mitigate the effects of weight staleness [61] inherent to

asynchronous training, dramatically reducing the size of the
models that can be trained.1
Last, both GPipe and PipeDream may suffer from poor
load-balance across GPUs in DNNs with a complex topology,
such as giant encoder-decoder DNNs in Natural Language
Processing (NLP). We claim that the load-balancing problem
stems from the coarse-grain scheduling decisions dictated by
the model topology constraints, i.e., the structure of the layers
and inter-layer connectivity. Our key insight is that relaxing
these constraints when running fine-tuning tasks can mitigate
the load imbalance of prior approaches and bring significant
performance improvements, without model accuracy tax.
We introduce FTPipe, a novel memory-efficient execution
framework for pipelined fine-tuning of giant DNNs on commodity GPUs. Using FTPipe is easy: it automatically generates a functional performance-optimized pipeline-parallel
multi-GPU version of a given sequential model implemented
in PyTorch [39]. It enables the execution of models whose
description does not adhere to the conventional sequences of
coarse-grain layers.
FTPipe builds on two key observations:
Partitioning without DNN topology constraints. FTPipe
optimizes the load balance by relaxing the model topology
constraints when distributing it across the GPUs. Specifically, it introduces a novel mixed-pipe partitioning scheme
which permits assigning any fine-grained combination of
model operations to run on GPUs, even when the assignment
does not follow the original sequence of network-architecture
layers. This is in contrast to all prior approaches [17, 37]
that use coarse-grain partitioning, with only adjacent layers
scheduled to run together on the same GPU. The mixed-pipe
scheme exploits the advantages of a new, previously unexplored, point in the trade-off between inter-GPU communications and load-balancing, prioritizing the latter. It enables
efficient pipeline-parallel training of neural networks common
in NLP, including language models with shared embedding
("tied weights") [20,42] and giant Transformer-based encoderdecoder networks [53].
Fine-tuning large models is less sensitive to staleness. FTPipe fastest version employs an asynchronous training scheme
which is prone to staleness [4, 5]. However, large models
with pre-trained weights have properties that make training
less sensitive to staleness. These include smooth and slowlyvarying optimization trajectories [29], or small (and diminishing) learning rates. Thus, we achieve state-of-the-art results
while avoiding costly staleness mitigation techniques.
We evaluate FTPipe on challenging fine-tuning tasks with
three modern giant NLP models: T5-3B, T5-11B, GPT2
(1.5B), and BERT (340M). These models cannot be trained
on a GPU with 11GB memory. To the best of our knowledge,
FTPipe shows the first execution of T5-3B/T5-11B models on
an asynchronous pipeline-parallel system, which have been
1 PipeDream

still has staleness, with parameter consistency similar to
ASGD [10], see Table 1.

particularly challenging due to the diverse computational requirements of different layers.
Our experiments on 8 NVIDIA RTX2080 Ti GPUs demonstrate significant performance benefits of FTPipe over GPipe,
which is the only state-of-the-art pipeline execution framework that was able to train all the evaluated models on our
hardware. For example, FTPipe is from 8% to 3× faster when
fine-tuning T5-3B, with the same accuracy. Mixed-pipe gains
1.08×-2.47×, and asynchronous training an additional 1.19×2.98× (results vary between datasets).
Compared to PipeDream, FTPipe trains significantly larger
models and avoids partitioning solutions that do not fit in
GPU memory. Further, FTPipe outperformed PipeDream by
13% when training BERT, after augmenting PipeDream implementation with checkpointing [7, 12].
Essentially, FTPipe generalizes the pipeline execution
of former approaches to dataflow-aware execution, avoiding unnecessary communications and allowing more parallelism. Specifically, FTPipe stages can communicate with
non-neighbors directly, without passing via adjacent stages.
Thus, data is automatically loaded exactly where needed, and
the stages can be concurrent in case the network graph allows it. As a result, model parameters and their gradients can
be communicated thus making the execution of models with
shared weights possible in pipelines.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
FTPipe. We present FTPipe, an automatic framework that
transforms a sequential DNN implementation into a multiGPU pipeline-parallel one, enabling fine-tuning of giant stateof-the-art neural networks on commodity GPUs,
Mixed-pipe. We present the fine-grain partitioning scheme
which relaxes the model topology constraints when scheduling DNN computations on GPUs, thereby vastly improving
load balance across the workers without additional communication overheads,
Evaluation. We evaluate FTPipe on challenging finetuning benchmarks, and giant transformers: GPT2 [43],
BERT [11], and T5-3B/11B [44], consistently outperforming GPipe and PipeDream while attaining state-of-the-art
accuracy.

previous stage (aka intra-batch parallelism). However, GPipe
synchronously updates the model parameters at the end of the
mini-batch execution using the gradients accumulated from
all micro-batches, a technique called gradient accumulation.
Staleness. An asynchronous pipeline as in PipeDream [37]
(Figure 3) begins the forward pass of the next mini-batch
without waiting for the previous one to finish (aka inter-batch
parallelism). In an asynchronous pipeline, the next mini-batch
might use old parameters in its forward pass and newly updated parameters on its backward pass, or old parameters in
both passes. Pipeline with more stages may have more minibatches executing concurrently, therefore a higher difference
between old and new parameters. This problem, known as
weight staleness (or simply staleness), was shown to introduce
significant disturbances to the training process, deteriorating
final model accuracy and, in extreme cases, even preventing
convergence altogether [9, 62]. Several methods were proposed to mitigate staleness [4, 61].

2

3

Background

Giant models. We call giant those models which do not fit
into the memory of a single accelerator during training.
Pipelined training. A pipeline is trained by computing gradients for each mini-batch, i.e., a subset of examples assigned together for gradient computations. A mini-batch can be further
sliced into smaller micro-batches to fit into workers’ memory.
Micro-batches also help parallelize the mini-batch computation. For example, in GPipe, micro-batches are streamed
through the pipeline one-by-one (Figure 2). GPipe attempts
to parallelize execution by having a micro-batch proceed to
the next pipeline stage while the next micro-batch enters the
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Figure 2: GPipe [17] synchronous training. Each rectangle
(number is the micro-batch being processed) represents a
pipeline stage running a certain task denoted by its color,
except for the last optimizer step.
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Figure 3: PipeDream [37] asynchronous training.

3.1

Motivation
Importance of fine-tuning giant models

DNN models are constantly growing to achieve higher quality.
This trend is particularly pronounced in Neural Language Processing models (Figure 1), where larger models achieve significantly better results [6, 17, 27]. However, such giant models
are increasingly hard to train without access to supercomputerscale resources. For example, training XLNet [60] of 340M
parameters using a data set of 158GB required 5.5 days on
512 Google TPUs [23]. Therefore, many pre-trained models
have been made publicly available to allow their use by those

who do not have access to such computing capabilities (e.g.,
NVIDIA Model catalog [1]).
From user point of view it is often desirable to further improve the pre-trained model and tailor it to a user-specific
data set. The process, called fine-tuning, was shown to be
effective across a wide range of tasks [16]. Fine-tuning operates on relatively small data sets and requires much less
computing power to complete, compared to training a model
from scratch.
Unfortunately, fine-tuning of giant models still require the
whole model to be resident in GPU memory, which is a challenge for commodity GPUs. Attempts to fine-tune models by
updating a subset of parameters [3, 15, 41] are not generally
applicable and their results are usually worse than fine-tuning
the entire model [44].
In summary, fine-tuning of giant models poses a challenge
that impedes their broader adoption.

3.2

I/O benefits of pipeline model parallelism

Pipeline execution has the potential to fully overlap communication and computation in each pipeline stage, thus making
the communication overhead negligible even on commodity
hardware. There are two primary reasons:
Low communication volume. First, in pipeline-parallel
training, as in any model-parallel training, GPUs communicate intermediate activations and activation-gradients, which,
according to our experiments, are orders of magnitude smaller
than parameter-gradients communicated in data-parallelism,
and smaller than the number of state shards between workers.
For example, a T5-3B model partitioned into 8 stages communicates a total of 456.4MB for each forward and backward
pass across the whole pipeline (micro-batch size of 4, full
precision). In comparison, in a data-parallel approach, each
update requires collecting and aggregating 12GB of gradients
per worker.
Overlapping computation and communication . Pipelines
can overlap the communication with the next forward and/or
backward passes, and sometimes also with the parameter update operation. This means that stages with large enough
computation-to-communication ratio (for GPipe: ≥ 0.5) can
completely overlap communication and computation. This
is indeed the case for all giant models we consider in this
work. For example, the aforementioned T5-3B achieves a perworker average computation-to-communication ratio of 0.96
and 0.98 for the forward and backward passes respectively,
even when communicated over PCIe.

3.3

Challenging load balance

GPipe and PipeDream obey model topology constraints when
distributing the model across GPUs. Specifically, only adjacent layers are scheduled to run together on the same GPU.
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Figure 4: Partitioning unbalanced Encoder-Decoder models.
Seq-pipes can assign only adjacent layers per GPU, thus are
unable to partition the model for 3 GPUs in a balanced way
(dashed lines). In contrast, Mixed-pipe can map one encoder
and one decoder per GPU by assigning non-sequential layers
to run together on the same GPU.

Such an approach, which we call sequential pipeline, or seqpipe, fails to balance the DNN partitions across workers for
some models.
One specific example of practical importance is the
encoder-decoder architecture, widely used in NLP for
sequence-to-sequence tasks [8, 28, 44, 53]. Consider the T5
Text-To-Text Transformer model, which is currently the stateof-the-art for many NLP tasks. When trained for question answering, the question is fed into the encoder, and the answer
is fed into the decoder. In many cases, the answers are much
shorter than the questions (e.g., yes/no questions). Thus, such
training inputs cause a compute imbalance between encoders
and decoders, since the computations in attention layers scale
quadratically with the input sequence length. Furthermore, the
number of parameters in both layer types is equally large, so
grouping many “lightweight“ layers is not possible because it
would exceed GPU memory. Thus, partitioning such models
into a pipeline under strict model topology constraints (only
adjacent layers allocated to the same GPU) is prone to severe
compute and memory imbalance as illustrated in Figure 4.
PipeDream combines both pipeline- and data-parallelism,
potentially solving the load imbalance by running computeheavy stages on multiple GPUs using data parallel techniques. However, the amount of additional GPUs required
may be impractical: consider the case of unbalanced encoderdecoders as in Figure 4, with N decoders, N encoders, and a
computation-load ratio of k between encoder and decoder. A
memory limit which allows placing no more than M encoders
N
or decoders in the same device will imply that #GPUs = M
·K
additional data parallel GPUs are required. In T5-3B for example, M ≤ 12, N = 24, and K varies according to input sequence
lengths of encoder and decoder (we measured K = 5.5 for
two of our datasets where sequences where 512 and 4 respectively).
In FTPipe, we overcome the limitations of existing pipeline
partitioning approaches and thus enable fast execution with
state-of-the-art accuracy for challenging fine-tuning tasks on
commodity GPUs.

4

FTPipe

worker 0
worker 1

Overview. FTPipe is a system for training giant models with
limited resources. It automatically transforms models which
do not fit into the memory of a single accelerator into a multiGPU pipelined training construction, and runs them on our
data-flow execution runtime. A computational graph of the
DNN model is decomposed into topologically sorted subgraphs, grouped into pipeline stages according to their graph
distance from the output (called depth). The number of stages
is determined according to the GPU assignment as discussed
in detail below. Computations are then performed according
to a work scheduler.
We now describe individual steps.
Tracing execution. Given a model and inputs, FTPipe first
identifies the directed acyclic computational data-flow graph
of the network. A computational graph representation of a
neural network is a directed graph G(V, E) where each intermediate computational operation is a node v ∈ V and each
edge (u, v) = e ∈ E represents a connection according to computation order which is determined by the forward pass (with
an indication of whether its also being used for the backward
pass). We refer to indivisible blocks of execution as basic
blocks. There are two granularity choices of basic blocks: full
layers (In PyTorch, a layer is a software abstraction defined
by ‘torch.nn.Module‘ class), or individual operations (default
setting). In the latter case, all operations visible in Python
are traced, without splitting compiled C++ code or CUDA
kernels.
Profiling. Each basic block is profiled to determine its
memory consumption and execution time for each of its computational tasks, i.e., forward pass, recomputation (see Section 4.3) and backward pass. Aggregation of these values
determines the block’s memory and computing requirements
used in the block-to-GPU assignment step. Tensor sizes for activations and gradients are also recorded, and used to compute
communication times, given a bandwidth parameter.
We note that tracing and profiling pose an engineering
challenge on its own, since the models we discuss cannot run
on a single device, hence, for example, cannot be profiled nor
executed with dummy inputs to trace their execution graph.
We solve this problem by decoupling execution and swapping
layers, parameters, gradients, and activations in and out of
host memory when needed.
Model partitioning. The objective of pipeline partitioning is to maximize throughput under memory and resource
constraints. Maximizing throughput can also be described
as minimizing the maximal stage period Tmax among all the
pipeline stages. We define Ti for stage i as
Ti = C + max (0, Tcomm f wd −C) + max (0, Tcommbwd −C) (1)
where C = Tcompute f wd + Tcomputebwd and Tcomm f wd ,
Tcommbwd , Tcompute f wd , Tcomputebwd are the times of communication and computations for forward and backward
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Figure 5: FTPipe asynchronous training. FTPipe uses checkpointing and recomputations to avoid storing multiple activations in memory. The last worker in the pipeline does not
recompute, yet has the same period, load-balanced through
profiling §4.3.

passes respectively (recomputation time is included in
Tcomputebwd ).
GPU assignment. The Mixed-pipe approach significantly
inflates the search space of potential GPU allocations compared to Seq-pipe, to the point that - for the giant networks
considered - an optimal, exhaustive assignment search (e.g.,
PipeDream’s) is infeasible. Thus, FTPipe’s GPU assignment
takes a practical approach, combining efficient general graph
partitioning and domain knowledge.
FTPipe employs several partitioning methods and let them
compete, eventually selecting the best result according to its final throughput analysis via simulation. Among these schemes
are (a) Mixed-pipe partitioning which searches mixed-pipe
solutions as described in detail below, (b) PipeDream [37],
which performs exhaustive search on the space of all Seqpipes. (c) Acyclic [35,36] which performs a greedy search for
Seq-pipes, for which we changed the objective to optimize
pipeline throughput, and combined with memory constraints.
It is useful when an exhaustive search is too long to execute
(for a 2000 nodes graph exhaustive search on Seq-pipes takes
around 20 minutes). (d) Metis [24], a general graph partitioning scheme that optimizes communications under load
balancing constraints. The output can be either a Seq-pipe
or a Mixed-pipe. It does not optimize pipeline throughput
directly.
Work scheduling. While FTPipe supports both synchronous and asynchronous pipeline work schedules, full
fine-tuning acceleration benefits are obtained using an asynchronous work scheduler illustrated at Figure 5. FTPipe is
a general pipelined data-flow execution. It supports concurrent stages, shared weights, and data staging. FTPipe’s work
scheduling uses checkpointing with careful stage profiles
(elaborated on in §4.3). In an asynchronous mode, for a stage
of depth d, FTPipe first computes d + 1 forward passes for
different micro-batches, filling the pipeline, then moves into
alternating between backward and forward passes, modifying
the model parameters after each mini-batch.
We next discuss Mixed-pipe partitioning and GPU assignment in detail.

4.1

Mixed-pipe model partitioning

Seq-pipe partitioning proposed in prior works assigns only
adjacent DNN layers to every GPU in the pipeline. As a result,
such partitioning implicitly optimizes for reduced communications across GPUs, at the expense of fewer opportunities
to balance the load among them. Our intuition for Mixedpipe is that for giant models and commodity hardware, keeping the computations balanced is sometimes more important
than reducing inter-GPU communications. Indeed, for giant
models, the overhead of pipeline data transfers is relatively
small compared to the computation load per accelerator (See
§3). We therefore posit that relaxing the DNN topology constraints and allowing smaller, multiple partitions per GPU may
improve load balance, while still affording communicationcomputation overlap.
However, there are three main challenges in doing so: (a) it
is possible that small partitions might increase both communications and GPU invocation overheads; (b) without topology
constraints, an exhaustive search for optimal partitioning [37]
is not feasible; (c) for asynchronous pipelines, higher-depth
partitions may imply additional staleness, which may harm
model quality. The Mixed-pipe partitioning scheme addresses
these issues, and our evaluation empirically shows that the
final model quality is maintained.
For efficient partitioning that mixes blocks of operations
among the GPUs, it is imperative that changing the assignment of a block from one GPU to another does not increase
communication penalty. To achieve this, notice that when the
ratio between computation and communication is sufficiently
high (see Equation 1), communication overhead is completely
mitigated in FTPipe by overlapping communication and computation. Thus, to enable dynamic placement of blocks in
arbitrary GPUs, it is sufficient to ensure that the blocks have
this property, called the Communication-Computation Overlap (CCO). The CCO property of a block of operations is
easy to verify through profiling, taking into account both the
forward edges (activations) and backward edges (gradients).
We call a block with the CCO property a CCO block.
The Mixed-pipe partitioning algorithm receives a computational graph of a neural network, which specifies the (traced)
basic computational blocks annotated with their memory, communication, and computing requirements. Then, partitioning
proceeds in three steps as follows:
4.1.1

Step 1: Coarsening: create L pipeline stages

The graph is coarsened by contracting edges and merging
their nodes to reduce its size (typically thousands of nodes)
to L non-input stages where each stage fits in GPU memory.
Throughout the process, a dynamic topological sort [40] is
maintained to ensure that edge contractions do not create
cycles.
Coarsening begins by eliminating nodes with either low
computational load or high communication load, since both

are bad candidates to become CCO blocks. First, all constants
and inputs are removed, later adding and duplicating them
if needed to spare redundant communications (typically this
process reduces the graph size by half). Second, nodes with
a weight of 0 (typically CPU operations) are eliminated by
merging them with their smallest neighbor (computation loadwise). Third, nodes for which the communication volume is
above the 99th percentile are merged with their neighbors.
We proceed with coarsening with the goal of creating L
CCO blocks, to become L pipeline stages. The algorithms
involved are very fast, hence we try several coarsening heuristics, of which we describe two that gave the best results for
giant networks we evaluated.
Coarsening by type. During tracing, the type and scope
of each node are recorded according to its definition in the
DNN code. By doing so, large groups of similar nodes can be
naturally merged, following user high-level abstractions (e.g.
merging all nodes inside ‘SelfAttention‘ block of a Transformer [53]). This usually creates many equal-sized blocks of
similar nodes, since giant networks typically contain repeated
modules. Our experience shows that this process outputs the
best partitioning of CCO blocks (and, consequently, pipeline
stages) for giant networks.
Coarsening around centers. Adjacent CCO blocks are
further joined together (notice that this maintains their CCO
property) while obeying the memory constraint, until the
block is sufficiently large to become a pipeline stage. One
way to do this is to assign L "center blocks" and repeatedly
merge their neighbors with them (obeying the memory constraint) in round-robin until no non-center block is left. This
procedure may repeat several times with different choices of
centers until a good packing of stages is obtained.
Choosing L. L is chosen at a sweetspot of the tradeoff
between large L, which enables better load balancing in Step
2, and small L, which is better staleness-wise. To this end,
we try several values of L (e.g. L = 2P, 3P) where P is the
number of GPUs, and take the option yielding the best pipeline
throughput (measured at step 3 below), where L does not
exceed a pre-defined upperbound which can be found through
experimentation.
4.1.2

Step 2: Load balancing

L stages are assigned to P GPUs in a way that optimizes
load-balancing while ensuring that tasks allocated to the same
GPU fit in its memory.
The assignment to GPUs can be seen as a classical multiprocessor scheduling problem [26]. While the original problem
does not target the pipeline execution setup, in practice, and
when communications do not add overhead (the CCO property), the optimal multiprocessor schedule is the one with a
balanced distribution of tasks among the processors, meeting
the goal of the pipeline assignment. Therefore, we apply the
broadly used Longest-Processing Time-First heuristics: the L

CCO stages are sorted in a descending order of their computation load, and are assigned to the next least busy GPU with
enough memory to run them.
Pipeline stages inside each GPU are created according to
the topological order of the stages in the computational graph.
A simple algorithm ensures that the depth of the stages is
minimized: merge connected components inside each GPU
as long as this does not create a cycle with other components.
During execution, a stage is invoked by the GPU when its
inputs are made available by completion of execution of all
previous stages.
4.1.3

Step 3: Refinement

We perform fine-grain tuning of the load balance achieved in
Step 2. First, the L stages are un-coarsened into their basic
blocks. Then, within each pipeline stage, we greedily find
blocks which, if moved to an adjacent stage in the pipeline,
can improve the throughput, or lower communication or improve load balance (given also the memory constraints).
The complexity of Mixed-pipe partitioning is dominated by
the complexity of coarsening which is O(N 2 d), where d is the
average node degree. Assuming we try c different coarsening
strategies (e.g., initialization of centers, different choices of
L, etc.), the overall complexity is O(cN 2 d).

4.2

Fine-tuning with staleness

Asynchronous pipelines allow faster execution. However,
asynchrony introduces staleness. The key problem with staleness is that it can potentially harm final model quality. Note,
however, that this is analogous to large batch training [47]
which proved to be a popular and useful technique when applicable. In such cases, empirical evidence of acceleration while
maintaining model quality is of practical importance even
when shown only for some specific (yet important) cases.
Some staleness mitigation techniques introduce high overheads. For example, weight stashing, applied in PipeDream,
causes multiple versions of model weights to be stored for
the entire course of the pipeline round-trip. This implies that
in a pipeline with K workers, the first worker stores up to
K versions of weights, which might effectively nullify the
memory benefits of model partitioning across the GPUs.
In the case of pipeline execution of fine-tuning tasks, however, we observe that staleness does not have a major deteriorating effect on the training quality. There could be several
reasons for this phenomenon: (a) Staleness is higher in the
initial phase of the training [18], while in fine-tuning we start
with pre-trained weights; (b) Fine-tuning usually uses lower
learning rates, hence smaller staleness gaps [4]. (c) Momentum [51] exacerbates staleness, but many fine-tuning tasks do
not use momentum. Furthermore, the part of staleness caused
by momentum can be mitigated using gradient accumulation
and momentum weight prediction [13], both can be employed
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Table 1: Parameter versions during different phases of backpropagation, under different pipeline execution scenarios. θ j
denotes parameters after j optimization steps. A stale parameter with delay of s is denoted θt−s . Notice that the pass used
for loss calculation (’loss’) and the pass used to compute
activations for backpropagation (’forward pass’) induce two
separate calculations.

by FTPipe with no memory overhead and a small computational overhead (< 5%, measured on Bert and GPT2). (d)
Large models appear to have smooth and slowly varying loss
functions [29], meaning that for large models, the stale loss
can be a close-enough approximation to the actual loss. Indeed, as can be observed in the experiments Section 5, FTPipe
achieves state-of-the-art results with an asynchronous pipeline
of up to 16 stages, while avoiding the memory overheads of
staleness mitigation implemented in prior works [37].
4.2.1

Checkpointing and recomputation

Checkpointing [7, 12] is a method to reduce memory by keeping only a small state (essentially, partition-border activations
and the seed of the random number generator) rather than the
whole computation graph. Checkpointing takes place during
the forward pass while computing the loss. In this work, we
experimented with checkpointing at pipeline stage borders
similar to GPipe (In principle, checkpointing can be used at
higher granularity). During the backward pass, recomputation
reconstructs the parts of the computation graph required for
backpropagation.
Checkpointing is used by FTPipe for saving memory during training, but it also mitigates staleness in two ways: First,
during backpropagation, recomputation implies that the gradients are computed on up-to-date parameters (but using a stale
loss that was computed in a forward pass on an older set of
parameters, Table 1). Second, more computations are shifted
toward the end of the pipeline where staleness is lower as a
result of the last pipeline stage not recomputing, which makes
it possible to increase its computational load by around 33%.

4.3

Profiling

In FTPipe’s asynchronous work scheduler (Figure 5) there are
two types of stages in the pipeline: (A) the last stage, which
does not recompute (B) other stages, which do recompute.

For this reason, the execution of the last stage is faster by
approximately 33% [17]. Hence, for precisely estimating the
load, FTPipe profiles blocks both with and without recomputation. When a block is assigned to the last stage, it uses its
profile without recomputations, and vice versa. However, the
partitioning itself needs to know which profile to use when
the block goes through the coarsening process, and this profile
may eventually end up being the wrong one. Thus, several iterations of the partitioning algorithm may be needed to ensure
that the correct profile is selected.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of FTPipe.
Summary. First, we show that FTPipe significantly improves
the existing methods for fine-tuning of giant models.
Second, we show the benefit of Mixed-pipe for both synchronous and asynchronous pipelines. In both cases, despite
communicating more and assigning non-consecutive layers
of the trained model to workers, we show that Mixed-pipe
accelerates execution compared to a Seq-pipe baseline.
Third, we show the benefits of fine-tuning giant models
asynchronously, despite the fact that asynchrony introduces
staleness. We do so by comparing FTPipe asynchronous
pipeline to GPipe synchronous pipeline when both are employed to train the same model using the same partitioning.
Our results show that FTPipe asynchronous pipeline is faster
to achieve the same top-accuracy of GPipe, across different
architectures, datasets, optimizers, and model sizes. Furthermore, our results empirically prove that the additional staleness generated by the increased number of pipeline stages in
Mixed-pipe does not degrade its final accuracy.
Implementation. FTPipe has two main components: (a) an
automatic neural network partitioning and assignment which
builds a data-flow, and (b) a pipelined data-flow execution
runtime that executes the partitioned model on GPUs and
automatically handles work scheduling and inter-GPU communications. We use CUDA-Aware OpenMPI for inter-GPU
communications. Our implementation accepts as the input a
neural network implemented in PyTorch [39] (Python API)
and the representative training inputs for this network. A partitioned model is automatically generated with everything
necessary for our runtime to run it.2

5.1

Experimental setup

Hardware. We use a server with 8 RTX2080-Ti GPUs each
with 11GB memory, connected via PCIe-III, 64-bit Ubuntu
18.04 with CUDA toolkit 10.2 and cuDNN v7.6.5. We note
that RTX2080 GPUs are considered 7x more cost-effective
than V100 [14].
2 The

source code of FTPipe is available at:
https://github.com/saareliad/FTPipe

Models and training methodology. We used three different model architectures: Bert [11], GPT2 [43] and T5 [44].
These models represent the typical kinds of NLP architectures
used for fine-tuning: Bert is encoder-only, GPT2 is decoderonly, and T5 is encoder-decoder. We took the PyTorch implementations of the models and pretrained weights from
HuggingFace [57].
For each combination of (dataset, model, pipeline, partitioning), we chose the number of micro-batches that achieved the
best throughput while keeping the mini-batch size constant.
For example, GPipe prefers a higher number of micro-batches
for a given mini-batch size to increase its pipeline parallelization level. In contrast, FTPipe prefers a lower number of
micro-batches as it uses inter-mini-batch parallelism.
Exact hyper parameters are reported in Appendix A.
Tasks and datasets. We use five different learning tasks
and six datasets: Natural Language Inference (NLI) using
RTE, Word Sense Disambiguation using WiC, Question answering using SQuAD and MultiRC, Boolean Question Answering using BoolQ and Language Modeling using WikiText2 [34, 46, 55, 56].
Our choices are dictated by the following criteria. We
choose the task for a given model if that model is known
to achieve state-of-the-art results, implying that smaller models are inferior. For example, RTE, WiC, BoolQ, MultiRC
were chosen since T5 improved their accuracy considerably.
GPT2 for WikiText2 achieves state-of-the-art results. Our
fine-tuning improved the advertised results by 6.32 perplexity
points on the test set.
We fine-tuned all models and datasets, achieving accuracy
comparable to the top published results.
Baselines. Our choice of the baseline is restricted because of
the memory requirements of giant models. In particular, neither Single-GPU, data-parallellism [30] nor PipeDream [37]
without checkpointing meet these requirements. Hence, we
apply checkpointing to PipeDream. Mesh-TensorFlow modelparallel framework [48] failed to run T5-3B, running out of
memory, even with checkpointing, FP16, and micro-batch
size of 1. This framework was originally used to run T5 on a
TPU cluster, but the commodity hardware restrictions impede
its use. In general, however, PipeDream already demonstrated
the throughput benefits of pipelined execution over the modelparallel one, which applies to our work too.
GPipe is the only framework that successfully runs all
the evaluated models. We used synchronous execution with
GPipe to set the target accuracy in our experiments.

5.2

End-to-end evaluation

Table 2 shows that FTPipe outperforms GPipe for all the
cases in terms of time-to-top-accuracy. As expected, the main

Table 2: Summary of the comparison of FTPipe with original GPipe Seq-pipe (synchronous pipeline, one stage per GPU) over 8
GPUs. TTA is Time to Top Accuracy. The top accuracy is according to GPipe’s best results. Speedup is a geomean of four runs
with random seeds. Mixed-pipe and Seq-pipe are denoted as “mixed” and “sequential” partitioning respectively. WSD is Word
Sense Disambiguation, NLI is Natural Language Inference, QA is Question Answering, and LM is Language Modeling.
Model

T5

Dataset

Accuracy

Partitioning

WSD

WiC

74.92%

mixed

NLI

RTE

90.97%

mixed

QA

BoolQ

89.05%

mixed

QA

MultiRC

85.6 F1, 59.3 EM

mixed

Speedup over GPipe Seq-pipe
Epoch time TTA

Async
Sync
Async
Sync
Async
Sync
Async
Sync

2.48×
1.19×
2.71×
1.2×
2.13×
1.08×
3.32×
1.11×

3 11.54×

1.19×
4.1×
1.2×
2.88×
1.08×
3.32×
1.11×

1.5B

LM

WikiText2

12.02 perplexity

sequential

Async

1.6×

1.6×

Bert

340M

QA

Squad

93.3 F1, 87.2 EM

sequential

Async

2.04×

2.04×

1.08x

1.20x

Seq-pipe
Mixed-pipe

2

1.58x

2.47x

3
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Figure 6: Mixed-pipe speedup over Seq-pipe for reaching
top accuracy with T5-3B on three datasets and two pipelines:
GPipe (synchronous) and FTPipe (asynchronous).

speedup is due to faster epoch time, but it is not the only
factor.
To explain this phenomenon, Figure 7 shows an example
of FTPipe training accuracy over time for T5-3B on RTE. We
observe that both systems achieve 40% or higher accuracy
at about the same time, despite the extra epochs needed for
FTPipe. Nevertheless, FTPipe is much faster in the remaining
top 60%. The reason is FTPipe staleness, which impacts the
training process in the beginning, yet diminishes and becomes
negligible as the learning steps shorten [18].
In the following sections, we analyze the two factors
contributing to acceleration, namely Mixed-pipe and asynchronous execution.
3

Pipeline

GPT2

1.19x

Time to Accuracy (Hours)

Task

3B

5

4

Size

FTPipe required fewer epochs to achieve the top accuracy of GPipe.
The speedups vary from 3× to 40× over 4 runs with different seeds.

5.3

Effect of mixed-pipe partitioning

Figure 6 compares the contribution of our partitioning scheme
by evaluating different schemes separately for synchronous
and asynchronous pipelines for the T5 model on three different tasks and four datasets. Mixed-pipe runs 16 stages
(two per GPU). Seq-pipe runs eight stages. We observe that
Mixed-pipe is superior to Seq-pipe across all the experiments.
We observed that Mixed-pipe balances GPU memory occupancy across GPUs for both synchronous and asynchronous
pipelines, keeping more free memory available, thus allowing a bigger micro-batch size. Most importantly, Mixed-pipe
improves both synchronous and asynchronous. We note that
while the inter-GPU communication volume in Mixed-pipe is
higher than in Seq-pipe, 2.6× for MultiRC and BoolQ, 2.5×
for RTE and 3.31× for WiC, the benefits of improved load
balance outweigh the associated overheads.
The benefits and trade-offs Mixed-pipe introduces differs
for synchronous and asynchronous pipelines:
Synchronous pipeline. For the synchronous setting, using
Mixed-pipe can only improve performance and does not affect
accuracy. Figure 6 shows that Mixed-pipe improves the timeto-accuracy of GPipe up to 1.2×.
Asynchronous pipeline. For FTPipe asynchronous
pipeline, Mixed-pipe may harm accuracy since it adds more
pipeline stages, which add staleness. However, in practice,
accuracy is not affected. Figure 6 shows that Mixed-pipe both
accelerates execution and achieves the same final accuracy
result of Seq-pipe. Figure 7 provides the explanation for this
phenomena: staleness affects mainly the beginning of the
computation, up to the point of reaching 40% of the target
accuracy. In this first part of the computation, staleness causes
Mixed-pipe to execute more epochs than Seq-pipe, yet they
both run at a similar wall-clock speed because Mixed-pipe is
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Figure 7: FTPipe acceleration over GPipe for fine-tuning T5-3B with Glue RTE dataset. FTPipe uses Mixed-pipe with 16 stages.
GPipe is a synchronous Seq-pipe with 8 stages. We denote the earliest times when at least 40% and 100% of the top accuracy is
achieved. Notice that FTPipe is much faster in achieving the last top 60%.

utilization

tional load imbalance. In contrast, Mixed-pipe achieves a
much better balance both for memory occupancy and computational load.
In summary, Mixed-pipe improves the performance over
Seq-pipe due to two main factors: (1) better computational
load balance and (2) better memory balance, thereby enabling
larger micro-batch size.

5.4
Memory

Figure 8: Mixed-pipe load balancing visualization for asynchronous pipelines with T5-3B model on the WiC dataset.
Each box is a GPU whose width represents memory consumption and fill represents utilization. Top: Mixed-pipe. Bottom:
Seq-pipe.

much faster per epoch. In contrast, during the remaining part
of the computations from 40% to 100% of the target accuracy,
Mixed-pipe enjoys significant speedup over Seq-pipe with
negligible (if at all) effect of staleness as the learning steps
gradually shorten [18].
5.3.1

Load balancing analysis

In Figure 8, we present the load balancing analysis of Mixedpipe, using T5 as a representative example.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the T5 encoder-decoder architecture with unbalanced inputs sequences for encoder and
decoder poses a problem for Seq-pipe. In our experiments,
Seq-pipe with memory-unaware partitioning methods resulted
in out of memory run-time errors, whereas Seq-pipe with
memory-aware partitioning methods resulted in computa-

Effective fine-tuning with staleness

Table 3 summarises our results for three different model sizes
and five different tasks. Each task used the same model partitioning to train GPipe (synchronous) and FTPipe (asynchronous). Note that these results differ from those in Table 2,
because here we use the Mixed-pipe partitioning scheme for
both FTPipe and GPipe.
In all experiments, FTPipe achieved the same or higher
accuracy than GPipe. We note that MultiRC, Squad and WiC
achieved slightly better results with FTPipe (85.99 F1 60.44
EM; 93.47 F1 87.38 EM; and 75.54 accuracy receptively).

5.5

FTPipe vs PipeDream

We implemented PipeDream partitioning based on their opensource GitHub code. To focus on conceptual evaluation, the
partitioning algorithm is implemented on top of the technically superior tracing, profiling, compilation, and runtime system of FTPipe, which can handle giant models. Furthermore,
it is necessary since only FTPipe supports sharing weights.
T5-3B: PipeDream partitioning of T5-3B for 8 GPUs required
around 20 minutes and yielded an infeasible solution with hybrid data- and pipeline-parallel stages, some of which do not
fit into GPU memory. In particular, lacking the way to specify
memory constraints, PipeDream ended up with more than
1.48B parameters in the last stage (a single 32GB V100 GPU
can handle only about 1.3B parameters [45]). It also produced

Dataset
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Epoch
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2.04×

2.04×

an infeasible solution (OOM) when forced to create a simple
pipeline (no data-parallel stages). Note that a pipeline with
weight stashing and without gradient accumulation would not
be able to train T5-3B on 11GB GPUs, even if more GPUs
where used, as explained in §4.2.
GPT2-1.5B PipeDream failed to run GPT2-1.5B with 8
GPUs even with checkpointing.
BERT-large: When profiling with micro-batch of size 24,
and sequence length 384 (the suggested hyperparameters for
SQuAD [11]), PipeDream outputs a purely data-parallel solution (no pipeline) for 2, 4, and 8 GPUs. Such a solution does
not fit RTX2080-Ti GPUs even with batch size 1 . Only at
micro-batch size 1 PipeDream succeeded in creating a working pipeline for 2 GPUs. For fine-tuning SQuAD with 2 GPUs,
FTPipe was 12.7% faster than PipeDream in achieving the
same accuracy over 5 seeds (std was 1%), attributed to the
enhanced profiling of FTPipe.
For 4 GPUs, FTPipe was 4% faster than PipeDream
pipeline4 . For 8 GPUs, both PipeDream (pipeline) and FTPipe achieve comparable accuracy at comparable times, since
the advantage of FTPipe profiling diminishes as the number
of pipeline workers increases.

5.6

Layers-graph vs Operators-graph

We evaluate the contribution of fine-grain partitioning to the
end-to-end performance of T5-3B using WiC dataset.
For Mixed-pipe partitioning the operators-graph results in
epoch speedup of 2.2% for the asynchronous pipeline and
1.6% for the synchronous pipeline, compared to the cases
of partitioning the layers-graph (standard deviation less than
0.01%). This implies that the primary source of speedup for
4 We noticed that PipeDream models data-parallel communication as
completely concurrent to computation, but in practice, 30% of the communications do not overlap [30]. Changing the modeling led PipeDream to output
a pipeline solution.

1.6

Speedup

Table 3: FTPipe vs GPipe time-to-accuracy, using the same
Mixed-pipe partitioning. Top accuracy is set by GPipe best
results.
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Figure 9: Mixed-pipe performance for different values of L.

this case comes from relaxing the neural network topology
when mapping layers (or operators) to GPUs.
However, this is not always the case. We build a small
version of T5-11B, with 1 encoder layers and 1 decoder layer
(535M parameters), and compare the partitions for P = 2
GPUs, once at the granularity of whole layers, and once at
the granularity of operators. The latter achieves 45% better
min-max-stage-time objective in our simulation.
We also note that the layers-graph is not explicitly expressed in some cases, leaving the operator-granular partitioning as the only option. This is the case, for example, when
importing a graph defined in ONNX [2] for further fine-tuning
before deployment, or if a programmer does not use the layer
software abstraction when defining the network (in PyTorch:
‘torch.nn.Module‘).

5.7

Mixed-pipe sensitivity to L

We explore the sensitivity of the Mixed-pipe performance to
the choice of L.
In Figure 9 we show the partitioning objective speedup for
T5-3B (BoolQ) for P = 8 GPUs when using different L for
partitioning, with FTPipe’s asynchronous scheduler (Figure 5).
We observe that that the sweetspot is at L = 16.

5.8

Mixed-pipe vs Seq-pipe for larger models

In this experiment, we partitioned the T5-11B model (BoolQ
dataset) to four 32GB V100 GPUs using both Mixed-pipe and
Seq-pipe. Mixed-pipe partitioning allowed training the model
using 7 workers. Unfortunately, Seq-pipe partitioning resulted
in an out-of-memory error. This experiment highlights the
importance of better memory balancing among the nodes to
allow fine-tuning huge models.

6

Related Work

Parallel, memory efficient methods for training giant neural networks fall into three categories: Sharded Data Parallelism [45], Intra Layer Model Parallelism [48, 50], and synchronous pipeline parallelism with checkpointing [17]. The
communication volumes of intra-layer model-parallelism and

shared data-parallelism cannot be overlapped entirely and are
too high for commodity interconnects. GPipe [17], similar
to sharded data-parallelism, can be made efficient and hide
synchronization overheads when using large mini-batches
with many micro-batches. However, this is not generally applicable to the batch size used with fine-tuning. Compressing
the communication of data-parallelism [32] can significantly
reduce its communication volume, making it more suitable
for commodity interconnects. For giant networks, however,
a combination with another memory reduction technique is
required.
In another line of works [18, 19, 21, 59], the backward pass
is decoupled and is performed in parallel, but the forward
pass is sequential. In Ouroboros [59], shared embedding (aka
Tied Weights [20, 42]) of small Transformers were manually placed on the same GPU. In FTPipe, shared weights can
also be placed on different GPUs, and it is done with automatic partitioning and with pipelining where communication
is overlapped.
PipeDream [37] solves pipeline imbalance problems by
incorporating data-parallelism with seq-pipes, allowing a different number of data-parallel GPUs per pipeline stage. This
solution requires more GPUs than Mixed-pipe to balance
some architectures (see §3.3).
Our experiments with giant models show that the exhaustive search of PipeDream can take a long time for large computational graphs (where FTPipe search took few seconds) and
is infeasible for Mixed-pipe. METIS [24] rapidly partitions
large computational graphs by multilevel graph partitioning.
However, it is focused on optimizing edge-cut under load balance constraints and not on the pipeline throughput. When
applied to pipelines, it sometimes unnecessarily creates additional small stages, which Mixed-pipe bounds from above by
L.
Concurrently and independently of our work, Tarnawski
et al [52] considered searching for non-contiguous pipeline
solutions with Integer Programming. They did not model
communication and computation overlap and did not limit
the number of stages L, thus also ignoring staleness. They did
not find the optimal solution and stopped the search after 20
minutes for models smaller than those considered here.
Several asynchronous model parallelization methods have
been recently proposed [38, 58]. These works use Seq-pipes
and would suffer from imbalance problems solved by Mixedpipe. FTPipe could be used in heterogeneous systems [38],
but the large search space requires additional heuristics.
GEMS [22] improve synchronous pipelines in case multiple
replicas could fit in the accelerators. Li et al. [31] proposed
token-level parallelism which applies to causal language models (only GPT2 in our experiments), and is complementary to
FTPipe.

7

Conclusion

Fine-tuning has the potential to bring the power of huge neural networks to users who do not possess high performance
compute resources. In this paper we survey the challenges introduced by this paradigm and take a big step towards solving
them by enabling fine tuning on affordable commodity hardware. Our future work will show that FTPipe can scale beyond
single-machine boundaries, can achieve higher efficiency by
incorporating data-parallel components, and can bring value
to non-NLP communities. We hope that the ideas underlying Mixed-pipe can apply beyond fine-tuning, to training in
general.
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Table 4: Hyper-parameters we used. Accum stands for gradient accumulation steps (micro batches). Batch is mini-batch
size. Max steps are the max steps the model was trained for.
Dataset

Pipeline

Batch

Accum

Max steps

squad

ftpipe-seq
gpipe-seq

24
24

1
8

2 epochs
2 epochs

wikitext2

ftpipe/gpipe-seq

8

8

1 epoch

rte

ftpipe-seq
ftpipe-mixed
gpipe-seq/mixed

40
40
40

10
5
10

4200
4200
4200

wic

ftpipe-seq
ftpipe-mixed
gpipe-seq/mixed

128
128
128

4
2
8

17000
17000
17000

boolq

ftpipe-seq
fpipe-mixed
gpipe-seq/mixed

20
20
20

10
5
10

3200
3200
3200

multirc

ftpipe-seq
fpipe-mixed
gpipe-seq/mixed

8
8
8

4
2
8

17000
17000
17000

Appendix A

Hyper-parameters

Table 4 lists the experiments’ hyper-parameters. A checkpoint was saved after every epoch and for WiC every 100
steps. In the T5 and GPT2 experiments, we utilized gradient
accumulation to achieve the desired batch size.
T5 experiments used Adafactor optimizer [49] with learning rate of 0.01 and a warm-up of approximately 6% of total
fine-tuning steps.
GPT2 experiments used AdamW [33] optimizer with
weight decay of 0.01 and a learning rate of 5e-5, decreasing linearly to zero. First and second moment coefficients are
0.9 and 0.999, respectively. We used a mini-batch size of 8
and max sequence length of 1024. We fine-tuned GPT2 for
one epoch since further fine-tuning caused over-fitting. Due
to large memory consumption caused by the large sequencelength (1024), we used a batch size of 1.
BERT experiments used Adam [25] optimizer with first
and second moment coefficients of 0.9 and 0.999 receptively,
a learning rate of 3e-5 decreasing linearly to zero. We trained
for 2 epochs with mini-batch size of 24 and max sequence
length of 384. We loaded weights pre-trained with wholeword-masking.

